ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 17

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34 tank, can, without exaggeration, be regarded as the world’s first universal
tank, and yet its creators did not have the slightest inkling that this was the case.

T

he T-34 turned out to be almost the ideally balanced
tank. Its combination of irepower, armour and
manoeuvrability verged on the optimum, leading
it to be considered the world’s irst universal tank.
In 1941, it was without equal on the battleield, and at that
time there were no analogous concepts in the world.
The Germans did not create their irst universal tank until
early 1942, after the installation in the Pz.IV of a longbarrelled 75-mm cannon. It was then that the Pz.IV caught

up with the T-34 in terms of balance and overtook it in terms
of combat features. The inherent paradox of the T-34 tank
was that in not being suiciently contemporary in its design
in 1941, it was most contemporary in its concept. But by
1942, this conceptual leadership was lost when the Pz. IV F2
and the Sherman were introduced. Both were partially
superior to the T-34 with regard to design, and were wholly
superior in terms of layout solutions.

The T-34-85 was in no way
inferior to the medium
universal tanks of both
opponents and allies, and in
some respects proved
superior.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

017A

Left engine intake cover

1

017D

Upper hull grab handle

1

017B

Engine air intake grille

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

4+1*

017C

Radiator air intake grille

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2+1*
* includes spares

Align the assembled
left engine intake
cover and grilles over
the lozenge-shaped hole in
the left side of the upper hull
(12A). Fix from beneath with
two LM screws.

3

012A

017B

HM
017D

LM

017A

Align the engine air intake grille
(017B) with the two fixing holes on
the underside of the left engine intake
cover (017A) as shown and fix with two
HM screws.

LM

LM

017C

1

017A

Push the upper hull
grab handle (017D)
into the two holes in
the left engine intake cover
(017A) – see Fragile Parts.

4

017A

017D
HM

017A

HM

017B

Align the radiator air intake grille
(017C) with the two fixing holes
on the underside of the left engine
intake cover (017A) as shown and fix with
two HM screws.

2

017D

017A

This is how the upper hull looks
when this stage is complete.

017C

5

FRAGILE PARTS
017A
HM

2

HM

The grab handle (017D) and some other
external parts are fragile, so take care
when handling the model during the next
assembly stages. Always rest the model
on a soft clean cloth and make sure all
protruding parts are protected.
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STEP 18

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Despite the wealth of modifications and variants of the T-34, only two kinds of tank
were ordered for the Red Army: the T-34 in 1939 and the T-34-85 in 1944.

T

he T-34-85 can be considered a new tank, despite the
fact that both the hull and almost all its ixtures were
essentially the same as that of the T-34. However,
the installation of a new three-man turret ensured
a new quality for this combat vehicle. The T-34-85 did not
go beyond the conceptual framework of the universal tank,
and did not radically change the level of its features; it simply
brought them into line with the requirements of the time.
The T-34 was not inferior to the medium universal tanks of

both opponents and allies, and was superior to them according to a number of indicators.
By this time a set of tasks to be undertaken by the medium
tank had been compiled, from supporting infantry to actions deep inside enemy defences. In addition, there was
intelligence gathering, repelling enemy attacks from a ixed
position (sometimes being buried up to the turret), and
even participating in artillery softening barrages, iring from
closed positions.

Towards the end of World
War II, medium tanks had
been almost completely
replaced by diferent classes
of combat vehicles, leaving
a small niche for only the
most versatile machines.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

018A

Right engine intake cover

1

018D

Upper hull grab handle

1

018B

Engine air intake grille

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

4+1*

018C

Radiator air intake grille

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2+1*
* includes spares

Align the assembled
right engine intake
cover and grilles over
the lozenge-shaped hole in
the right side of the upper
hull (12A). Fix from beneath
with two LM screws.

3

012A

018B
HM

LM
018A

018D

018A
018C

018A

LM

Align the engine air intake grille
(018B) with the two fixing holes on the
underside of the right engine intake
cover (018A) as shown and fix with two
HM screws.

1

Push the upper hull
grab handle (018D)
into the two holes in
the right engine intake cover
(018A) – see Fragile Parts.

LM

4

018A

018D

018A
HM

HM

018D
018B

Align the radiator air intake grille
(018C) with the two fixing holes on
the underside of the right engine
intake cover (018A) as shown and fix with
two HM screws.

2

This is how the upper hull looks
when this stage is complete.

018C

5

FRAGILE PARTS

HM

HM
018A

2

The grab handles (017D and 018D) and
some other external parts are fragile,
so take care when handling the model
during the next assembly stages. Always
rest the model on a soft clean cloth
and make sure all protruding parts are
protected.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 is fitted with a liquid-cooled engine, in which cylinders are washed
with water from radiators, cooled by a fan-generated air flow. The air intake and
outlet is controlled by a system of apertures in the cover above the engine in the
tank hull.

T

hTThe cover above the engine comprises a central
plate located immediately above the engine, two side
plates above the radiators and caps that shut of the
air intakes.
In the side plates of the cover there are oblong hatches for
the air intake, in which armoured louver plates have been
mounted. The air intake hatches are closed of by tubular
caps. The armoured louvre plate is designed
to regulate the air low inside the tank.

It can be set in three positions (horizontal, vertical and intermediate) with the aid of a drive whose handle is located in
the battle compartment.
The cover above the power transmission comprises two lateral
armoured plates above the fuel tanks, a central armoured
plate and a folding net, which closes of the air outlet port
hatch. The net prevents foreign objects from falling into the
tank. Two louver plates, which rotate on axles, are
mounted in the air outlet port hatch.
The position of the louvers:
closed, partly open and fully
open, regulates the intensity
of the cooling of the radiator
liquid.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

019A

Engine air vent cover

1

019B

Engine air vent cover rear hinge

2

019C

Hinge pin

4

QM

1.5 × 2mm screw

4+1*

USE TWEEZERS
Remember to use the tweezers supplied with issue 1
when handling and itting the tiny hinge pins. Work on a lat
work surface and keep all small parts on a tray or saucer to
avoid losing them.

* includes spares

Using tweezers insert
a hinge pin (019C)
into each side of both
hinges to lock them together.
Four pins are required – two
for each hinge.

3

019C
QM

019C

019B
019A

Align the two rear hinges (019B) with
the holes in the engine air vent cover
(019A) as shown and fix each hinge
with two QM screws.

1

019C

QM

019C

019B

QM QM

Align the engine air vent cover (019A)
over the rectangular hole in the rear
of the upper hull (012A) so that the
hinges interlock.

2

019C

019A

019B
QM

019C

019A

012A

This is how the upper
hull looks when this
stage is complete.
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5

Fit the turret traversing box
(011N) to the top of the turret
traversing unit base (011H),
ensuring that the notch aligns as
shown. Fix from beneath with an EP
collar-headed screw.

9

Take the shell rack assembly
from stage 9 and align its frames
with the turret bottom (011A)
as shown. Fix with four BM screws –
two at the front and two at the rear.

EP

011H
011N
011H

011N

BM

011L

011L
011H

CP
011M

011J

7

Push the turret
traversing wheel
(011J) into the turret
traversing wheel base
(011I), ensuring that the
ridge on the spindle aligns
with the notch in the base.
Then fit the wheel’s spindle
into the traversing unit
base (011H) and fix with
an EP collar-headed screw.

6

Push the turret traversing motor
cap (001M) into the end of the
turret traversing motor (011L).
Place the turret traversing
motor across the cradle of
011L
the traversing unit base
(011H) and fix from beneath
with a CP screw.

011I

011A

10

Align the assembled turret rear
(010A) from stage 10 with the
rear of the turret bottom (011A)
as shown, ensuring
both fixing posts
are firmly engaged.
Fix with two LM
screws through the
recessed holes in
011A
the underside of the
turret bottom (011A).

LM

010A

010A

11

Align the assembled turret
left side (003A) from stage 3
with the left side of the turret
bottom (011A) as shown, ensuring all
three fixing posts are firmly engaged. Fix
with three LM screws through the recessed
holes in the underside of the turret
bottom (011A).

8

Push the turret
traversing handle
(011K) firmly into the
wheel (011J). Then position
the assembled turret
traversing unit on the rim of
the turret bottom (011A) as
shown. Fix from beneath the
rim with two DP screws.

DP

011J

011A

LM

003A

DP

4

BM
BM

EP

011H

011A

BM

011A
LM
LM

LM

011K

5
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004A

15

LM

011A
LM
LM

12

Align the assembled turret right side
(004A) from stage 4 with the right
side of the turret bottom (011A)
as shown, ensuring all three fixing posts are
firmly engaged. Fix with three LM screws through
the recessed holes in the underside of the turret
bottom (011A).

Take the entire turret roof
assembly from stage 5 and
align it with the turret sides
and rear as shown. Slide its two projecting
tabs underneath the rim of the turret front
(007A), then lower the top on to the sides
and rear. Ensure that the two fixing posts on
the turret rear (010A) engage with the screw
holes in the top. Fix with two LM screws
through the recessed holes towards the rear
of the top.

007A

LM

13

Secure the top of the turret
rear (010A) to the two sides
with two LM screws through
the connecting tabs and posts as shown.

010A
LM

LM
LM

EM

14

Take the entire cannon assembly
from stage 8 and align it with the
turret bottom assembly as shown.
Ensure that the cannon mantlet (002B) wraps
around the front recess of the turret bottom. Fix
with two EM screws through the recessed holes
on each side of the mantlet. Also fix with two
LM screws through the tabs on the inside on
the left and right turret sides.

EM

LM

LM

002B

6

16

This is how the turret
should look when this
stage is completed.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The location of the engine and transmission on the T-34 was in the traditional
position at the rear. In terms of its shell-proofness, the shape of its hull and turret
is the most successful for its time.

T

he shell-proofness of the T-34 had its downside. The
combination of the frontal sloping armour and the
longitudinal arrangement of the massive 12-cylinder
engine and transmission, reduced the size of the battle
compartment to such a degree that the mechanic-driver’s
hatch could not be located on the under-turret plate of the
hull. It was moved to the frontal plate, which adversely affected shell-proofness. The size of the battle compartment on
the T-34 was smaller than on any of the other medium tanks

that took part in the Second World War. The disadvantages
of transferring the battle compartment to the bow section of
the hull should include the fact that longitudinal rocking of
the hull had a greater efect on the crew and the armament
extent than in the case of the front location of the transmission. Furthermore, because of the cramped conditions of the
turret and battle compartment, it was awkward to service the
gun, which considerably impaired the merit of this powerful
76 mm weapon.

The limited size of the turret
made it impossible to
accommodate a third crew
member, which meant that
one person had to act as the
gunner and the tank
commander and sometimes
also as the unit commander.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

020A

Engine rear cover base

1

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

2+1*

020B

Hot air grille hinge

3

QM

1.5 × 2mm screw

7+2*

020C

Hot air extraction grille

1

QP

1.5 × 3mm screw

3+1*
* includes spares

020A

BM

020B

QM

Open the engine air
vent cover (019A). Fit
the engine rear cover
base (020A) over the two
fixing holes in the upper hull
(012A) so that the hinges are
at the top edge – see step 4
before continuing. Fix with
two BM screws.

3

QP

BM

020A

BM

012A

020C
020A
019A

Fit the hot air extraction grille (020C)
over the engine air vent cover (019A),
with the downward-curved edge at the
rear. Fix with four QM screws.

1

QM

QM

019A
QM

Close the engine air
vent cover (019A).
Fold the three hinges
(020B) down over the front
edge of the cover and fix each
with one QM screw.
NOTE: The engine air vent
cover can now be lifted up
from the rear when required
by first sliding out the four
hinge pins (019C). Keep the
pins safe and replace them
whenever the cover is closed.

4

020C

QM
020B

QM

QM

QM

Fit the three hot air grille hinges
(020B) to the recesses in the engine
rear cover base (020A) as shown,
ensuring that the barrel of the hinge is
outwards. Fix each hinge with one QP screw.

2

019A
020A
QP

QP

019C

QP
012A

2

3

